
S T E P  1 :
B U I L D

First, we develop

simple, foundational

strength habits to

build lean muscle

and sculpt an

attractive physique.

S T E P  2 :
F U E L

Next, we'll get you

eating great-tasting

food to fuel muscle

growth and trigger fat

burn. 

S T E P  3 :
M O V E

Finally, we combine

fitness and play to

burn calories and

stimulate fat loss

without endless

hours on a treadmill. 

The 3-step process to help you...
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THE LEAN BODY METHOD 

Lose the Body Fat

Increase Energy

Look Good With Your
Shirt Off

Drop The Weight For Good

Improve Confidence

Be A Higher-Performing
Businessman 

And here's how we do it in 3 simple steps...
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3 MONTH COACHING PROGRAM
Coaching Calls: Two 30-minute calls per month to discuss

progress, address challenges and move you forward.

Accountability Docs: Periodically you are required to update

accountability documents tracking specific KPI’s

24/7 Message Support: In app messaging gives you access to

me for quick questions and feedback. I do my best to

immediately respond, but will do so within 24 hours. 

3 Month Training Program: Resistance training program using

progressive overload, unique to your biomechanics, posture,

schedule, & goals. Video tutorials for each exercise and stretch.

You are required to track workout (sets, reps, weights) via app.

Biomechanic Feedback Videos: You may be required to submit

videos performing specific resistance training exercises to

receive mechanical feedback. This is done in app.

Nutrition Recommendations & Tracking: This may include

suggested targeted macronutrient goals, portion control

frameworks, recipes, supplements, the use of dietary journals,

tracking intake with my-fitness pal or photo journaling if

mutually deemed beneficial/practical.

Additional Resources: You may be required to watch training

videos around mindset work, exercise & nutrition education, and

other resources to improve results & create sustainability.

Measurements & Weight: You are required to periodically 

submit circumference measurements, scale weight, & progress

photos to assess progress. This guides adjustments to nutrition

and resistance training programs. All done within via app.


